Themes from
Super Mario Bros.

Brightly, but not too fast \( \frac{d}{4} = 90 \)
Play all 1/4 notes staccato (except section G)

Music by Koji Kondo
Arranged by Andy Fielding

* Acc. II plays RH only
(no chords or bass notes)
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09nov19
Themes from *Super Mario Bros.* (acc. duet)

Look at each other mysteriously

SLOWER

Repeat parts C and E, then:

SLOWER
Themes from Super Mario Bros. (acc. duet)

As written →

N.C.

As written →

switch to

C
B
C
C/G
C
B
C

"Underwater" theme (legato)
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G7/D
C#°
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G7
G7/D
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C
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N.C.
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Dm/C#

Dm/C
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N.C.
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F
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C
N.C.
C
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N.C.
A♭
N.C.
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C
N.C.
N.C.
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N.C.
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C
N.C.
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